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Abstract. The detection of venous beading in retinal images provides
an early sign of diabetic retinopathy and plays an important role as a
preprocessing step in diagnosing ocular diseases. We present a
computer-aided diagnostic system to automatically detect venous bead-
ing of blood vessels. It comprises of two modules, referred to as the
blood vessel extraction module (BVEM) and the venus beading detection
module (VBDM). The former uses a bell-shaped Gaussian kernel with 12
azimuths to extract blood vessels while the latter applies a neural
network-based shape cognitron to detect venous beading among the
extracted blood vessels for diagnosis. Both modules are fully computer-
automated. To evaluate the proposed system, 61 retinal images (32
beaded and 29 normal images) are used for performance evaluation.
© 2000 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [S0091-3286(00)01305-2]
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1 Introduction

Retinal ~or fundus! images provide information about th
blood supply system of the retina. The information abo
blood vessels~veins! can be used to assess the severity
retinal diseases such as diabetic retinopathy, hyperten
and various vascular disorders. In addition, blood ves
are also used as landmarks for localizing the optic ne
the fovea, and lesions or as a measure for abnormalitie
diameter, color, and tortuosity. For example, the diame
of a vein with beading and the diameter of a normal v
are different. Thus, a reliable assessment of variation
vessel diameters can be used as a guideline of the degr
venous beading for an early stage treatment.1 A beaded
vein exhibits periodic changes in diameter along its len
and shape that look like a string of sausages.2,3 The beads
have diameters that do not decrease monotonically with
distance from macula. Fig. 1 shows a typical shape o
normal vein and a sausage-shaped beaded vein. Comp
to other types of retinal abnormalities, venous beading is
effective indicator of diabetic retinopathy.4

Previous works on the analysis of retinal images ha
been primarily focused on extraction of blood vessels a
microaneurysms, where the retinal images are acqu
Opt. Eng. 39(5) 1293–1303 (May 2000) 0091-3286/2000/$15.00
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digitally or digitized by scanning slice films into digita
forms. Techniques include thresholding and morphologi
edge detectors.5–7 The idea of using thresholding is base
on the fact that the intensities of the veins and the ba
ground are different so that veins can be extracted from
background by thresholding. Morphological edge detect
were proposed to find edges between the background
veins to contour the blood vessels. Unfortunately, both
proaches may suffer from drawbacks such as illuminat
problems in retinal images and poor local contrast of blo
vessels.

Tanaka and Tanaka suggested an adaptive thresho
method followed by binary thinning to detect vessels.8 Re-
cently, Chaudhuri et al. made use of a set of convolut
masks to extract blood vessels in retinal images by rota
a linear feature detector of a Gaussian cross section.9 Lay
and Badouin applied a morphological transformation of
image to extract microaneurysms so that the number
microaneurysms can be used as a measure for grading
severity of diabetic retinopathy.10 In addition, other tech-
niques were also developed for different purposes. For
stance, automatic registration of retinal images enable
to accurately compare images taken at different times
further gives us an ability to calculate changes in both
1293© 2000 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Yang et al.: Computer-aided diagnostic detection system . . .
sions and normal anatomic structure.11 Fluorescein angiog-
raphy is a well-known clinical technique that has been u
to differentiate retinal diseases and determine if a la
treatment of retina is necessary.12 Detection of nonperfused
zones in a retinal image is also useful for detecting a
monitoring diabetic retinopathy in an early stage.13

Diabetic retinopathy has shown a great influence
adults in developing countries. One of most serious da
ages to retina is blindness. Thus, detection and preven
of diabetic retinopathy are extremely important. A spec
pathology called venous beading is known as a good in
cator of the degree of diabetic retinopathy.4 We present a
computer-automated diagnostic system that can be use
detect venous beading in retinal images. The proposed
tem is made up of two diagnostic system modules, refer
to as the blood vessel extraction module~BVEM! and the
venus beading detection module~VBDM !.

The BVEM first uses a bell-shaped Gaussian matc
filter ~BSGMF!, then a joint relative entropy~JRE! thresh-
olding method14,15 to extract blood vessels as an initial st
for venous beading detection. The BSGMF improv
Chaudhuri et al.’s9 Gaussian matched filter. Since the e
tracted blood vessels generally may be noisy and h
rough edges, two morphological operators, dilation a
erosion, are also included to smooth the detected edge
well as to suppress noise. The resulting blood vessels
then further processed by a thinning method16 to find and
locate their branching points that must be removed prio
the VBDM. These branching points generally provide
value in venous beading detection but create a difficulty
the shape cognitron implemented in the VBDM. Neverth
less, note that in some case these branching points ca
useful, such as in the algorithm developed in Ref. 17.

The objective of the VBDM is to make a diagnos
based on blood vessels extracted by the BVEM. It inclu
a neural network-based shape cognitron.18 The shape cog-
nitron was originated from a tricognitron19,20 and was par-
ticularly developed for shape analysis. It has found ap

Fig. 1 (a) Normal vein and (b) beaded vein.
1294 Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 5, May 2000
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cation in classification of clustered microcalcifications.21 It
converts a two-dimensional~2-D! pattern to a three-
dimensional~3-D! figure pattern from which its shape cu
vatures can be extracted to generate a set of shape fea
for classification. These features can be used to clas
extracted blood vessels into different degrees of ven
beading. To see the performance of the proposed comp
aided venous detection system, 61 retinal images includ
32 with venous beads and 29 normal cases are used
evaluation. The experiments demonstrate the potential
fulness of the system in the detection of venous beadin

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 descri
the BVEM which implements a sequence of processes
cluding bell-shaped Gaussian matched filtering, joint re
tive entropy thresholding, morphological operations, a
thinning. Section 3 presents the VBDM, where the sha
cognitron is developed to discriminate venous beaded v
from normal vessels. Section 4 reports experiments c
ducted to evaluate the entire diagnostic system for poten
utility in clinical applications. Finally, Sec. 5 presents bri
concluding remarks.

2 BVEM

Extracting blood vessels is a crucial step for diagnosis
venous beading detection. This section presents the
system module of an automatic diagnostic detection
venous beading, the BVEM. The BVEM can be impl
mented in four sequential stages: extraction of blood v
sels, segmentation of the extracted blood vessels, e
smoothing of extracted blood vessels and noise supp
sion, and detection and elimination of branching poin
Throughout this paper, the terms vessel and vein are u
interchangeably.

2.1 Extraction of Blood Vessels by BSGMF

Blood vessels generally do not have ideal step edges
the intensity profile in every vessel varies. Neverthele
gray-level values of a blood vessel can be approximated
a Gaussian curve9:

f ~x,y!5AF16K expS 2
d2

2s2D G , ~1!

whered is the perpendicular distance between the pixe
~x,y! and the centerline of the blood vessel,s defines the
spread of the intensity profile,A is the gray-level intensity
of the local background, andK is a constant used to accou
for the reflectance of the blood vessel relative to its nei
borhood. Note that the notation6 in Eq. ~1! represents two
categories of retinal images to be considered. The plus
dicates fluorescence angiography, where patients are
jected by fluorescence, as opposed to the minus, which
responds to no fluorescence injected into patients. Base
Eq. ~1!, Chaudhuri et al. derived a 2-D Gaussianu angle-
matched filter kernel given by

Ku~x,y!56expS 2
u2

2s2D , ~2!
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Yang et al.: Computer-aided diagnostic detection system . . .
where (u,v)T is a new coordinate of (x,y)T after (x,y)T is
rotated byu angle. In other words, if we letR~u! be the
rotation matrix specified byu, then

R~u!5Fcosu 2sinu

sinu cosu G , ~3!

and (u,v)T5(x,y)TR(u). Chaudhuri et al. used Eq.~2! to
design 12 2-D Gaussianu angle-matched filter kernels
$Ku i

(x,y)% i 50
11 to cover 12 orientations of a blood vess

from anglesu050 deg, u2515 deg,..., tou115165 deg,
where the difference between two consecutive angles is
deg, i.e.,u i 112u i515 deg.

One drawback of Chaudhuri et al.’s approach is hi
computational complexity. It requires separate implemen
tions of 12 kernels$Ku i

(x,y)% i 50
11 . To mitigate this prob-

lem, a BSGMF was developed to cover all 1
orientations,22 where the designed kernel was given by

K~x,y!56expS 2
x21y2

2s2 D , ~4!

with the tail truncated atx21y253s2. Equation~4! is not
a low-pass filter, but rather a bell-shape Gaussian filter.
noted in Ref. 9, it was an effective filter to detect be
shaped objects. Since the new kernel has a Gaussian s
along every direction that makes it look like a bell, it
named the BSGMF. To implement the BSGMF, its coef
cients are each multiplied by a scale factor of 10 a
rounded off to their nearest integer. A typical bell-shap
kernel withs52 is shown in Fig. 2 and the result is show
in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! where Fig. 3~a! is the original image
and Fig. 3~b! is the resulting BSGMF-processed image. A
we can see, the blood vessels have been extracted.

2.2 Segmentation of Extracted Blood Vessels by
JRE Thresholding

This section proposes a relative entropy-based threshol
method to segment the blood vessels extracted by BSG
from the background. It is based on the concept of
gray-level co-occurrence matrix defined next.

Fig. 2 Typical mask used to implement BSGMF with s52.
pe

g

2.2.1 Gray-level co-occurrence matrix

Given a digital image of sizeM3N with L gray levels
denoted byG5$0,1,...,L21%, let f (x,y) be the gray level
of the pixel at the spatial location~x,y!. Then the image can
be represented by a matrixF5@ f (x,y)#M3N . A co-
occurrence matrix of an image is anL3L square matrix,
denoted byW5@ t i j #L3L , wheret i j is the number of tran-
sitions from gray level valuei to gray level valuej defined
as follows14:

t i j 5 (
m51

M

(
n51

N

dmn , ~5!

with

dmn51 if F f ~m,n!5 i and f ~m1n11!5 j
and/or
f ~m,n!5 i and f ~m1n11!5 j

50 otherwise. ~6!

Note that the co-occurrence matrix just defined consid
only the pixel on the right transition as well as the pix
below transition since it has been found that including
pixels on the left of and above the transition does not p
vide significant information and improvement.

Normalizing the total number of transitions in the c
occurrence matrix, a desired transition probability fro
gray leveli to j is obtained by

pi j 5
t i j

(k50
L21( l 50

L21tkl

. ~7!

Assuming thatt is a value used to threshold an imaget
partitions the co-occurrence matrix defined by Eq.~5! into
four quadrants,A, B, C, andD, as shown in Fig. 4. These
four quadrants can be further grouped into two classes
we assume that pixels with gray levels above the thresh
are assigned to the foreground~objects!, and those with
gray levels equal to or below the threshold are assigne
the background, quadrantsA and C correspond to local
transitions within background~B!, denoted by BB and fore-
ground~F!, denoted by FF, respectively, as shown in Fig.
Similarly, quadrantsB and D represent transitions acros
boundaries between background and foreground, thus,
can be denoted by BF and FB, respectively. Thus, if we
G05$0,...,t% and G15$t11,...,L21%, the four quadrants
A(BB), B(BF!, D(FB), andC(FF! are determined by the
gray-level rangesG03G0 , G03G1 , G13G0 , and G1

3G1 , respectively. Then the probabilities associated w
each quadrant can be obtained by

PA
t 5(

i 50

t

(
j 50

t

pi j , PB
t 5(

i 50

t

(
j 5t11

L21

pi j ,

~8!

PC
t 5 (

i 5t11

L21

(
j 50

t

pi j , PD
t 5 (

i 5t11

L21

(
j 5t11

L21

pi j .
1295Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 5, May 2000
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Fig. 3 (a) Original image, (b) BSGMF-processed image of Fig. 3(a), (c) JRE-thresholded image of Fig.
3(b), and (d) noise-suppressed image of Fig. 3(c).
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The probabilities in each quadrant can be further obtai
by so-called ‘‘cell probabilities’’:

pi j uA
t 5

pi j

PA
t , pi j uB

t 5
pi j

PB
t , pi j uC

t 5
pi j

PC
t , pi j uD

t 5
pi j

PD
t , ~9!

which are probabilities conditioning on specific quadran

Fig. 4 Four quadrants of a co-occurrence matrix W.
ngineering, Vol. 39 No. 5, May 2000
2.2.2 JRE thresholding

Relative entropy has been used to measure the informa
distance between two sources. The smaller the relative
tropy, the more closer the two sources in terms of th
probability distributions. Let two sources withL symbols
be described by probability distributionsp5(p1 ,...,pL)
and h5(h1 ,...,hL), respectively. The relative entropy be
tweenp andh ~or the entropy ofh relative top! denoted by
J(p;h) is defined by

J~p;h!5 (
j 50

L21

pj log
pj

hj
. ~10!

The definition given by Eq.~10! was first introduced by
Kullback23 as an information distance measure betwe
two probability distributions. Therefore, it is known a
Kullback-Leiber’s information discriminant measure, cro
entropy, and directed divergence. As the definition impli
the smaller the relative entropy, the less the discrepa
betweenp andh, thus, the better the match betweenp and
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h. Note that the relative entropy is not symmetric. In th
paper, the original image is always designated as the no
nal imagep and the thresholded image is the one~i.e., h!
that tries to match it.

The definition in Eq.~10! is based on the image gray
level histogram and does not exploit the spatial depende
of the pixel values in the image. This leads to an idea
using co-occurrence matrix to extend their first-order re
tive entropy specified by Eq.~10! to a second-order JRE. I
doing so, we assume thatt is the selected threshold. B
assigning 1 to all gray levels inG15$t11,...,L21% and 0
to all gray levels inG05$0,...,t%, we obtain a binary image
and its associated co-occurrence matrix@hi j

t # with hi j
t for

each quadrant given by

hi j uA
t 5qA

t 5
PA

t

~ t11!~ t11!
for i , j PG0 , ~11!

hi j uB
t 5qB

t 5
PB

t

~ t11!~L2t21!
for i PG0 and j PG1 ,

~12!

hi j uC
t 5qC

t 5
PC

t

~L2t21!~L2t21!
for i PG1 and j PG1 ,

~13!

hi j uD
t 5qD

t 5
PD

t

~L2t21!~L11!
for i PG1 and j PG0 ,

~14!

where the gray levels inG0 and G1 are treated equally
likely in probability andPA

t , PB
t , PC

t , andPD
t are defined

by Eq. ~8!. Despite that the thresholded binary image h
only gray level values 0~background! and 1~foreground!,
note that the subscript ofhi j

t ,i j corresponds to the sameij ,
the subscript ofpi j . For each selectedt, hi j uA

t , hi j uB
t , hi j uC

t ,
andhi j uD

t are constants in each individual quadrant and
pend only on the quadrants to which they belong. The
fore, they can be denoted byqA

t , qB
t , qC

t , andqD
t , respec-

tively. Using Eqs.~7! and ~11! to ~14!, Eq. ~10! can be
simplified as

J~$pi j %;$hi j
t %!5 (

i 50

L21

(
j 50

L21

pi j log
pi j

hi j
t

52H~$pi j %!2(
i , j

pi j loghi j
t , ~15!

whereH($pi j %) is the entropy of$pi j % i 50,j 50
L21,L21 defined by

H($pi j %)52( i 50
L21( j 50

L21pi j log pij and independent oft.
Thus, minimizing the relative entropy of Eq.~15! is equiva-
lent to minimizing the second term of Eq.~15!, which can
be further reduced to maximizing:

PA
t logqA

t 1PB
t logqB

t 1PC
t logqC

t 1PD
t logqD

t . ~16!

This implies that in order to obtain a desirable threshold
segment the foreground from the background, we only h
-

y

to maximize Eq.~16! over t. As mentioned previously
however, quadrantsB andD describe the activities of tran
sitions between background and foreground. Therefo
maximizing only

PB
t logqB

t 1PD
t logqD

t , ~17!

rather than Eq.~16!, was shown to be more effective i
edge detection.15 This results in JRE thresholding metho
which finds a thresholdtJRE such that it satisfies

tJRE5arg@min
tPG

HJRE~ t !#, ~18!

where HJRE(t) is defined as HJRE(t)[2(PB
t logqB

t

1PD
t logqD

t ) via Eq. ~17!. Note thatHJRE(t) is taken over
all pixels with gray levels falling in BF and FB. Figure 3~c!
shows the result of applying JRE to the BSGMF-proces
image in Fig. 3~b!; the extracted blood vessels have be
enhanced and segmented from the background.

2.3 Edge Smoothing and Noise Suppression

Since the BSGMF uses only one bell-shaped Gaussian
nel to match all possible orientations of blood vessels,
extracted blood vessels may have more rougher edges
those obtained by Chaudhuri et al.’s 12 2-D Gaussiau
angle-matched filter kernels$Ku i

(x,y)% i 50
11 . This is demon-

strated by a comparison of the images between Fig. 3~c!
and Fig. 5, where the image in Fig. 5 was generated
Chaudhuri et al.’s method. However, this shortcoming c
be remedied by morphological dilation and erosion.

As shown in Fig. 3~c!, there are many small white spo
resulting from the BSGMF. These could be noise or m
croaneurysms and should be removed. Morpholog
opening can be used for this purpose. It consists of a d
tion followed by an erosion. Both operations are perform
with the same structuring element, as shown in Fig. 6. T
size and shape of an appropriate structuring element
generally determined by the resolution of an image of

Fig. 5 Results of Fig. 3(a) using Chaudhuri et al.’s Gaussian
matched filter.
1297Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 5, May 2000
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Yang et al.: Computer-aided diagnostic detection system . . .
terest. Figure 3~d! results from a morphological openin
applied to the image in Fig. 3~c! with the structuring ele-
ment given by Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 3~d!, all noiselike
white dots and some small vessels were removed. I
worth noting that small vessels could be also extracted
appropriately adjusting the variance used in BSGMF. Si
venous beading usually occurs at larger blood vessels
moval of small vessels does not cause any misdiagnos

2.4 Finding Elimination of Branching Points

Because of nonuniform blood flow pressure the shape
veins near branches are generally not regular. This p
nomenon is not caused by diabetic retinopathy, but co
be mistakenly viewed as venous beads. One way to res
this problem is vein skeletonization by thinning. This c
be accomplished by a thinning algorithm proposed in R
16. It uses a 333 window centered at the pixel of interes
denoted byC. Then its eight neighboring pixels in the win
dow can be defined in accordance with its compass di
tions, E ~east!, S ~south!, W ~west!, N ~north!, SE ~south-
east!, SW ~southwest!, NE ~northeast!, and NW
~northwest!. We further definevX to be the logical function
of the pixelX, which takes only two values, true and fals
andeX to be the logical function of the pixelX, which takes
the value true only ifC is on the edge of a vein. Furthe
more, a pixel is defined to be an edge pixel if it has two
six neighbors. The thinning criterion is to removeC if the
pixel C is on a vein edge. More specifically,C will be
removed if the following statement is false

vC"@¬~eC!1~eE"vN"vS!1~eS"vW"vE!

1~eE"eSE"eS!#, ~19!

where ‘‘¬,’’ ‘‘ •,’’ and ‘‘ 1’’ denote logical NEG, AND,
and OR, respectively. In some cases, midline elements
show staircases resulting from the thinning algorithm. F
instance, Fig. 7~a! shows an example of a staircase on t
right, which is supposed to be midline elements on the l
Thus, a final cleanup processing may be necessary, as
posed in Ref. 16.

As mentioned previously, the purpose of thinning is
find branching points so that the caused bifurcations can
eliminated prior to venous beading detection. After th
ning, a point with three or more neighboring points is co
sidered to be a branching point. These branching points
be identified as ‘‘fork’’ points, i.e.,Y-shaped points in the
skeleton image produced by the preceding thinning proc
An example of two types of such fork points is provided

Fig. 6 Structuring element.
1298 Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 5, May 2000
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Fig. 7~b!. As soon as a branching point is identified, w
place a square window mask with the center at the bran
ing point and eliminate all vascular pixels in the squa
including the branching point. How many neighborin
points must be eliminated depends on the size of extra
blood vessels. In our experiments a 939 square window
mask was used. Figures 8~a! and 8~b! illustrate these opera
tions. Figure 8~b! shows an image after being thinned wi
the fork points eliminated.

3 VBDM

The BVEM only produces an image showing blood vess
with all bifurcations removed. It does not provide an
means to detect venous beads; hence, this section dev
a VBDM. The major component of the VBDM is the shap
cognitron~SC!, which was originally devised to recogniz
shape patterns of microcalcifications in mammograms.

3.1 SC

The SC is derived from the tricognitron19,20and Fukushima
and Wake’s necognitron.24 It was particularly designed to
classify clustered microcalcifications into malignant a
benign, using a set of shape features it generates.
known that malignant clustered microcalcifications gen
ally have irregular shapes as opposed to round-shape
egg-shaped benign clustered microcalcifications. SC c
tures the shape curvatures of clustered microcalcificati
and provides a crucial indication of malignancy.21 Since
this mammographic characteristic is also similar to that
venous beading, the SC is modified for this purpose. Us
a set of orientation patterns as templates, the SC is ab
generate a hexadecimal number for each pixel that re
sents a shape curvature at this pixel, as shown in Tabl
Due to the fact that venous beading generally has an irre
lar shape, these shape curvature representations pro

Fig. 7 (a) Example of how midline elements may show a staircase
and (b) example of two types of fork points.
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Yang et al.: Computer-aided diagnostic detection system . . .
very useful information to differentiate a venous bead
vein from a normal vein. From this shape curvature inf
mation, a set of shape features can be generated, as s
in Table 2, and used as training data for the subsequ
neural network-based classifier for diagnosis.

The SC is a neural network-like system~as shown in
Fig. 9! and consists of two modules, each of which has t

Fig. 8 (a) Original vascular pattern with two branching points and
(b) two branching points are removed from (a).

Table 1 Shape curvature generated by the SC.

Shape Curvature (deg) Number

,45 2

45 3

90 4

135 5

180 6, 7

225 8, 9

270 a,b

360 c
n
t

layers, called the simple layer and the complex layer. B
tween these two modules is a layer called the 3-D fig
layer. The first module is similar to that used in th
neocognitron.24 It uses eight shape spatial patterns that c
be represented by 333 masks, each of which specifies a
orientation using a particular spatial patterns. Figure
shows eight different geometric patterns corresponding
various orientations, 22.5 deg~i.e., ,45 deg! and 45, 90,
135, 180, 225, 270, and 360 deg. The objective of the fi
module is to capture these geometric shape orientation
an input pattern into numeric values, which will be used
represent eight specific orientation spatial patterns. To
so, it implements a two-layer operation, a simple layer
noted byS1 and a complex layer denoted byC1 . LayerS1

contains 20 cell planes of size 20320, resulting from three
series of weighting window masking processes opera
on the input pattern. LayerC1 contains eight cell planes o
size 20320 obtained by merging 20 cell planes in layerS1 .
They are results of different weight assignments genera
by the window masking processing in layerS1 and the
merging procedure in layerC1 . The layer following the
first module is the 3-D figure layer, which is a featu
extraction-display layer that extracts and stores the in
mation of the shape orientations of an input pattern in
third dimension. It displays the input pattern as a 3-D figu
using these numeric representations as elevation of the
tern to show orientations in the third dimension. The s
ond module can be viewed as a joint feature selection
classification system that is made up of a feature selec
layer S2 , which generates a desired set of shape featu
from the 3-D figure layer, and a classification layerC2 ,
which employs a backpropagation neural network~BNN!
as a classifier with the shape features produced by layeS2

as inputs. The second simple-complex layer (S2 ,C2) is a
shape feature selection-classification unit where layerS2 is
the feature selection layer and the layerC2 is the classifi-
cation layer. The task of layerS2 is to integrate and selec
shape orientations obtained from the 3-D figure layer, a
generate a desired set of shape features based on ce
classification criteria. LayerC2 employs a neural network
as a classifier to produce final classification results. T
objective of introducing the 3-D figure layer between t
(S1 ,C1) unit and (S2 ,C2) unit originates from the tricog-
nitron. It is a 3-D figure layer thus has only one 20320
320 cell cube. It displays a 2-D 20320 input pattern as a
3-D 20320320 figure, where the numeric value assign
to each pixel in the input pattern represents the shape
entation of that pixel. This numeral is generated by t
weights produced by the first unit and can be viewed as
elevation of the pixel when the pattern is displayed as a 3
figure. The details of each layer are described as follow

3.1.1 Input layer U0 of SC

The input layer denoted byU0 receives a 2-D pattern spec
fied by a 20320 cell plane with an example shown in Fig
11 for illustration.
1299Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 5, May 2000
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Table 2 A set of features and their corresponding descriptions.

Feature Number Feature Name Description

1 Vein number The number of the vascular branches

2 Total perimeter Sum(2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9)

3 Total length The total length of all vascular branches

4 Irregularity degree sum(2,3,4)

total perimeter

5 Radian degree sum(4,5,9)

total perimeter

6 Smooth degree I sum(7)

total perimeter

7 Smooth degree II sum(7 with two or more neighbors57)

total perimeter

8 Average irregularity degree sum(2,3,4)

vein numbers

9 Average radian degree sum(4,5,9)

vein numbers

10 Average smooth degree I sum(7)

vein numbers

11 Average smooth degree II sum(7 with two or more neighbors57)

vein numbers

12 Ratio b without
neighbor 7

sum~b without neighbors57!

sum~b !

13 Ratio of b and the
perimeter

sum~b without neighbors57!

total perimeter
ex
at
ut
nd

pe-

It
3.1.2 First module (S1 ,C1) of the SC: a combined
simple S1 layer and complex C1 layer

Basically, the first module is a combined simple-compl
layer (S1 ,C1). It is a shape-orientation conversion unit th
converts the shape orientation information from the inp
pattern to a numeric representation for each pixel a
passes it on to the 3-D figure layer, which is a sha
orientation extraction-display layer. LayerS1 contains 20
20320 cell planes, responding to the input pattern.
makes use of 20 masking window patterns~shown in Fig.

Fig. 9 Structure of the SC.
neering, Vol. 39 No. 5, May 2000
Fig. 10 Using 333 masks to represent various degrees of shape
curvatures.
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12! to generate weights for the input pattern. When ther
a match using the window patterns in Fig. 12~a!, a weight 1
is assigned; otherwise, 0 is assigned when there is
match. Similarly, weight 2 is assigned when there is
match using the window patterns in Fig. 12~b! and weight 0
is assigned when there is no match. Each window pat
matching creates a cell plane. Such weight assignmen
generated by using these three window patterns and is
key difference between neocognitron and SC. As a res
there are 20 cell planes generated in the layerS1. Then the
layer C1 combines the orientation information provided b
20 cell planes in the layerS1 and merges them into 8 ce
planes representing eight different geometric orientatio

Fig. 11 Input pattern (a 20320 cell plane).

Fig. 12 (a) Masking window spatial patterns for pattern matching
using weight 0 or 1 and (b) masking window spatial patterns for
pattern matching using weight 0 or 2.
s
e
,

:

22.5, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, and 360 deg. Then theC1
layer can be viewed as a shape orientation fusion layer

3.1.3 3-D figure layer of SC

The layer following the first module (S1 ,C1) is the 3-D
figure layer, which has only one 20320 cell plane resulting
from summing up all eight cell planes in theC1 layer.
Since each pixel in any cell plane has a value of 0, 1, o
the summed cell plane will take integral values rangi
from 0 to 16, which can be viewed as a numeric repres
tation for the pixel. The higher is the numeric value, t
more window patterns the pixel matches, and thus
higher value is the shape curvature around this pixel. Us
these numeric values as elevations of pixels can crea
3-D figure for the input pattern with the third dimensio
referred to as the shape curvature dimension. Thus, the
evations of pixels can show their shape curvatures in
3-D figure model. Accordingly, a 20320 input pattern can
be displayed by a 3-D 203203h figure where h
P$0,1,2,...,13%, as illustrated in Fig. 13 with an input pa
tern in Fig. 11. Table 1 tabulates numeric representati
obtained from 3-D figures for eight different shape orien
tions.

3.1.4 Second module of SC: a combined simple S2
layer and complex C2 layer

Following the 3-D figure layer is a second modu
(S2 ,C2). The layerS2 is a shape feature selection layer th
produces the 13 primary shape features tabulated in T
2. These features are suggested in Ref. 25 and extra
from the input pattern based on the shape curvature in
mation provided by the elevations of the 3-D figure in 3
figure layer. Each of 13 generated shape features repre
a specific shape characteristic. They will be used as inp
of C2 layer. However, it should be noted that since the
shape features in Table 2 have different values in vari
applications, it is not necessary to use up all the 13 sh
features. For example, some shape features may be n
important as others in certain applications. As demonstra
in the experiments in Sec. 4, some shape features suc
features 1 to 3 are not significant in detection of veno
beading, but they were found to be useful for detection
microcalcifications.25 In general, there is no optimal set o

Fig. 13 3-D figure generated by the pattern in Fig. 11.
1301Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 5, May 2000
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shape features for the layerC2. The desired shape feature
are empirically predetermined based on the characteris
of the input patterns. The layerC2 can be regarded as
classification or recognition layer. It is a neural-networ
based classifier that produces classification results in
output layer. It uses 13 shape feature as inputs with outp
determined by the number of patterns needed to be cla
fied or recognized. It also implements a BNN, which
implemented to perform the classification task. The str
ture of the BNN is given in Fig. 14. As noted previously,
some shape features are not used, their correspon
weights are simply set to zero to deactivate these featu
Since the layerC2 is an application-dependent layer, it ca
be designed separately to adapt different needs. In par
lar, the BNN can be replaced by other neural networks.

3.1.5 Output layer of SC

The output layer is the last layer in the SC, which outp
the desired classification results. In this paper, we are in
ested only in discriminating a beaded vein from a norm
vein, so two nodes are used in this layer. Nevertheless,
can be easily extended to more than two classes by inc
ing more nodes such as ‘‘normal,’’ ‘‘likely,’’ ‘‘possible,’’
‘‘probable,’’ and ‘‘positive’’ to represent different degree
of venous beading.

4 Experiments

To evaluate our proposed system, 61 5123512 gray-scale
retinal images were acquired at the Hsin-Chu Public H

Table 3 Two sets of features generated by the layer S2.

Feature Sets Features

1 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, and 12

2 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, and 13

Fig. 14 Structure of BNN.
1302 Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 5, May 2000
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pital in Taiwan and used for experiments. These ima
include 32 venous beaded images and 29 normal ima
The regions of interest~ROIs! were selected by experi
enced doctors and cropped to 1803180 image patterns
among which 20 patterns were randomly chosen as train
patterns. These training patterns were further split eve
with 10 normal and 10 beaded patterns. Two sets of f
tures were used for the layerC2 and tabulated in Table 3
Each set consisted of seven shape features. The shape
tures in these two feature sets generated by the train
patterns were used as training data for the BNN imp
mented in the layerC2. Table 4 shows the resulting confu
sion matrix of 41 test patterns produced by the SC for e
feature set. The corresponding classification results are
given in Table 5, which shows that feature set 2 produce
better overall classification rate and a lower error rate th
did feature set 1. However, it is interesting to note tha
we examine Table 4 carefully, feature set 1 seems to
biased toward labeling normal veins as beaded, whe
feature set 2 seems biased toward labeling beaded vein
normal. If in some particular application, there was a hi
cost to a missed detection~a beaded vein being labelin
normal! such as a patient not receiving necessary treatm
feature set 1 might be preferable, since feature set 2 se
to miss some abnormal veins. Note that the classifica
performance of the SC is heavily determined by the neu
network used in the layerC2 and the feature set generate
by the layerS2 used for training. In the experiments con
ducted here, we simply used the popular BNN as a cla
fier rather than designing more sophisticated neural n
works. However, the open architecture of the propos
system enables us to replace any component to improve
performance.

5 Conclusions

A computer-aided diagnostic system for venous bead
detection in retinal images is presented. The system c
sists of two modules, the BVEM and the VBDM. Th
BVEM is carried out by four processes in sequen
BSGMF for blood vessel extraction, JRE for segmentat

Table 4 Results produced by SC.

Classification Result

Beaded Veins
Patterns

(22)

Normal Veins
Patterns

(19)

Beaded Normal Beaded Normal

Feature Set 1 19 3 4 15

Feature Set 2 17 5 1 18

Table 5 Classification rates produced by SC.

Feature Set

Classification Rate

Correction Rate (%) Error Rate (%)

1 83 17

2 85 15
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of extracted blood vessels, morphological operation
edge smoothing and noise suppression, and thinning
bifurcation elimination. The VBDM processes the bloo
vessels extracted by the BVEM for venous beading de
tion. To make a reliable diagnosis, the SC is introduced
recognize various shapes of extracted blood vessels~veins!.
Since the SC has shown potential in an application of
crocalcifications classification to capture shape curvatu
of clustered microcalcifications, it is modified to recogni
shapes of extracted blood vessels. Although the propo
system is still in an early stage and requires more clin
trials to further improve the system, it offers new conce
of designing a computerized venous beading detection
tem. The preliminary study reported also provides enco
aging results for further pursuing.
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